
Academic History Workteam 

Meeting Agenda 

Tuesday May 21, 2013 

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

1-800-893-8850 PIN:  6384637  

Present:  UAS:  Mae, Barbara    UAF: Libby, Lillian, Susan    UAA:     Lindsey, Lora    
 
 
 

 
1. From Lindsey: 

FW and WD grades --they don’t appear to currently roll to history overnight like the WW 
status does, and it really seems they should. 
This came to Lindsey’s attention that students were getting grades from professors even 
though they had a FW or WD grade.  Barbara and Susan agreed this was done on 
purpose many years ago because many faculty want to change the grade at a later date 
and not rolling them to academic history saves time.  Lindsey asked that it be revisited 
and that we should roll FW and DW grades.  Everyone agreed and Lili said she’d ask 
Jane what to needs to be done to include them. 

 

2. From Lindsey:   

Please add AVOW/Parchment to the agenda.  I've attended a couple of webinars 

recently  and have a couple pieces of information to share.  I think we also need to 

discuss updating AVOW to read Parchment wherever we've published it? 

Lindsey attended a webinar and they said the links that have been bookmarked for 
AVOW will still work and they have no plans to discontinue them. There is an analytics 
tool- but there is not an option to pull out individual campuses but a TR is being put in for 
that option. Susan said she had a conversation with someone from AVOW who said we 
could pull on transcript type and that it may be an option. 
Libby asked if Lindsey had received notification about the webinar because she had not 
seen anything about it.  There will also be an upgrade later this summer. 
 

 
3. From Lillian:   

I am stepping down as Academic History chair.  Who will take over this committee? 

Congratulations to Lindsey for her victorious win and taking over as Academic History 

chair!  Meetings will be moved to one a month, rather than once every two weeks. 

Lindsey will designate a note taker for each meeting to help in facilitating the meetings.  

Lili will ask Crystal about the listserve and have Lindsey as moderator. 

 

 

 

4. New items? 

Barbara asked about the merging of student information and what is happening. Lora 

said that a student had called to say he was seeing information that was not his. 

Apparently the issue is the matching rules are not working at UAA and that new students 



were being merged with old student information. They believe the breakdown happened 

in the May 5th upgrade- Lora has heard from 10 students so far but they have seen many 

more.  Everyone is on top of it but UAA is waiting – they’re hoping there will be a way to 

identify the merged records.  

Lindsey has been testing the online graduation application in LRGP. She confirmed that 

the curriculum term selection is not working and is asking for other campuses to look at it 

as well. 

It was asked if anyone is using the Good Student of National Student Clearinghouse and 

if the the grade is a 2.0 or a 3.0.  UAS doesn’t use it.  It was thought it was 2.0.  

 

 
 
 

Next meeting June 18h 2:00pm  


